
Quite Rather

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

He is right about it, _________ right: you are young, and had better wait.1.

Yet it was perfectly simple and happened _________ naturally.2.

She was returning one evening from the cabin at a _________ later hour
than usual, for she was becoming more and more courageous, and could
walk through the woods without starting at every sound.

3.

The girl pondered long and _________ sadly over the dilemma, but always
inclined to the belief that the latter was really the only possible sequel.
4.

And a day or two after the children's picnic their mother stood at the
window _________ anxiously looking out at the ever-falling rain.
5.

We've agreed _________ amicably to separate.6.

Suddenly it struck him that perhaps his interest in the pair ahead of him
might, in spite of him, be observed; and so, _________ reluctantly, he took a
seat in one of several empty chairs at the steamer's stern.

7.

It will be impossible for him to get one, so you will be _________ safe.8.

The rural community has suffered in nearly every imaginable way from the
rapid and _________ crude development of our industrial civilization.
9.

Moreover, he is _________ willing to pay for it.10.

It is a _________ odd fact that methods already mastered by those of
their own age appeal to boys more than the teachings of their elders.
11.

I said I had had _________ enough of both, and would proceed.12.

For this reason I forgave him for his _________ bored manner of
answering to my mood, and the more willingly because he was full of talk
about a strange illusion which he had had at the restaurant.

13.
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In particular, they used to bring young girls to her who were _________
clumsy on their feet; for it was observed that every one whom she touched at
once became light and graceful in gait.

14.

He accepted her invitation _________ awkwardly, but his face was
impassive as he looked down upon her.
15.

All the same, the cousin's name fell _________ oddly on the advanced
air.
16.

Elsie accepted the honor, though she felt _________ apprehensive.17.

I am _________ sure that you will think the same.18.

Dorothy started; but she had resolved _________ sullenly that people
would have to wait a long while before they should hear another word from
her.

19.

She came forward _________ shyly to meet her cousins.20.
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